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Abstract:

This document describes a formalization, a solver-independant methodology

and implementation alternatives for realizing constrained model search in a model-driven
engineering framework.

The proposed approach combines model-driven engineering tools

((meta)model transformations, models to text, text to models) and constraint programming
techniques.

Based on previous research, motivations to model search are rst introduced

together with objectives and background context.

A theory of model search is then pre-

sented, and a methodology is proposed that details the dierent involved tasks. Concerning
implementation, three constraint programming paradigms are envisionned and discussed.
An open-source implementation based on the relationnal language Alloy is described and
available for download.
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Un cadre d'ingénierie des modèles pour la recherche
contrainte de modèles

Résumé :

Ce document décrit une formalisation, une méthodologie (indépendante du

moteur de résolution) et des alternatives d'implémentation pour eectuer de la recherche
contrainte de modèles dans un cadre d'ingénierie des modèles. L'approche proposée combine
les outils de l'ingénierie des modèles (transformation de (méta)modèles, modèle vers texte,
texte vers modèles) avec des techniques de la programmation par contraintes.

Sur la

base de recherches précédentes, les motivations, objectifs et le contexte de la recherche
de modèles sont introduits. Une théorie est présentée, ainsi qu'une méthodologie détaillant
les diérentes opérations nécessaires. En ce qui concerne l'implémentation, trois paradigmes
de la programmation par contraintes sont envisagés et discutés. Une implémentation opensource basée sur le langage relationnel Alloy est décrite et disponible en téléchargement.

Mots-clés :
relationnels

ingénierie des modèles, contraintes, modèles nis, métamodèles, langages
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1

Context and Ob jectives

The AtlanMod team recently demonstrated [12] how constraint resolution techniques can be
integrated into model-based software architectures in order to realize combinatorial transformations.

1 combined model-driven open-source tools (ATL)

The proposed approached

to an advanced constraint programming technique called conguration.

The experiments

were conducted using a proprietary conguration tool (JCongurator).

The objective of

this research report is three-fold: formalize the theory of the approach, present a solverindependant methodology for realizing constrained model search, and study the implementation and the dierences between dierent open-source constraint solvers.

1.1 Brief introduction to MDE and model transformation
Model Driven Engineering is an emerging research area that considers the main software
artifacts as typed graphs. This comes from an industrial need to have a regular and homogeneous organization where dierent facets of a software system may be easily separated or
combined. The basic assumption of MDE is that the classical programming code is often
not the right representation level for managing all these facets even if, at some point of the
process, executable code will usually be generated from some abstract representation level.
In MDE, models are considered as the unifying concept.

Traditionally, models have

often been used as initial design sketches mainly aimed for communicating ideas among
developers. On the contrary MDE promotes models to primary and precise artifacts that
drive the whole development process. The notion of model goes beyond the narrow view of
semi-formal diagram thus requiring much more precise denitions and implementations that
will allow partial or full automation. The MDE community has been using the concepts of
terminal model, metamodel, and metametamodel for quite some time. A terminal model is
a representation of a system. It captures some characteristics of the system and provides
knowledge about it.
languages.

MDE tools act on terminal models expressed in precise modeling

The abstract syntax of a modeling language, when expressed as a model, is

called a metamodel. A language denition is given by an abstract syntax (a metamodel),
one or more concrete syntaxes, and a denition of its semantics.

The relation between a

model expressed in a language and the metamodel of this language is called conformsTo. This
should not be confused with the representationOf relation holding between a terminal model
and the system it represents.

Metamodels are in turn expressed in a modeling language

called metamodeling language. Its conceptual foundation is itself captured in a model called
metametamodel.

Terminal models, metamodels, and metametamodel form a three-level

architecture with levels respectively named M1, M2, and M3. A formal denition of these
concepts may be found in [7].
standards.

The principles of MDE may be implemented in several

For example, OMG proposes a standard metametamodel called Meta Object

Facility (MOF).

1 source

code is available as an ATL usecase at http://www.eclipse.org/m2m/atl/

INRIA
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The main way to automate MDE is by providing transformation facilities. The production of model

M b from model M a by a transformation M t is called a model transformation.
= M M b), we say that the

When the source and target metamodels are identical (M M a

transformation is endogenous. When this is not the case we say the transformation is exogenous. A model transformation may itself be considered as a model. This means that a
transformation program

Mt

conforms to a metamodel

M M t.

The consequences are quite

important since this allows for example uniformly storing and retrieving dierent kinds of
terminal models including transformations. Beside storage and retrieval, many other common operations may also be applied to such dierent kinds of models. In this work we use
ATL (AtlanMod Transformation Language), a QVT-like model transformation language [9]
allowing a declarative expression of a transformation by a set of rules.

1.1.1 Denitions
We use in this report the denitions introduced in [7]:

Denition 1 (model) A model M is a triple < G, ω, µ > where:
 G is a directed multigraph,
 ω is a model (called the reference model of M) associated to a graph Gω
 µ is a function associating nodes and edges of G to nodes of Gω
Denition 2 (conformsTo) The relation between a model and its reference model is called
conformance and noted conf ormsT o (or abbreviated C2).
Denition 3 (metametamodel) A metametamodel is a model that is its own reference
model (i.e.it conforms to itself).
Denition 4 (metamodel) A metamodel is a model such that its reference model is a
metametamodel.
Denition 5 (terminal model) A terminal model is a model such that its reference model
is a metamodel.

1.2 Constrained metamodels
The notion of constraints is closely tighted to MDE. Engineers have been using constraints
to complete the denition of metamodels for a long time, as illustrated by the popular
combination UML/OCL. Constraints can be, for instance, checked against one given to
model in order to validate it. We propose the following denitions:

Denition 6 A constrained metamodel CMM is a pair < M M, C > where M M is a metamodel and C is a model representing a set (a conjunction) of predicates over elements of the
graph associated to M M . C is an oracle that, given a model M =< G, M M, µ >, returns
true (noted CM M (M )) i M satises all the predicates.

RR
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Denition 7 A model M

conformsTo

a constrained metamodel CMM if and only if CM M (M ).

Technically, many languages can be used to model constraints, with dierent levels of expressiveness. OCL is a popular language, widely used in the industry. OCL supports operators
on sets and relations as well as quantiers (universal and existential) and iterators. In this
report, we will be using the ICFG language [5]. ICFG is an adapted version of OCL that
focuses on metamodel static constraints. ICFG is itself dened by a metamodel (available
as KM3 and ECORE) and a parser (generated with TCS [8]).

1.3 Brief introduction to constraint programming
Constraint programming (CP) is a declarative programming technique, where constraints
play a central role, to solve combinatorial (usually NP-hard) problems. A constraint, in its
wider sense, is a predicate on elements (usually represented by variables). A CP problem is
thus dened by a set of elements and a set of constraints. The objective of a CP solver is
to nd an assignment (i.e a set of values for the variables) that satisfy all the constraints.
There are several CP formalisms and techniques which mainly dier by their expressiveness,
the abstractness of the language and the solving algorithms.

In this report we will focus

on the language part, i.e what kind of elements and constraints can be represented and
reasoned about. In order to narrow the scope, we will briey present three important CP
formalisms: SAT (boolean SATisability problem), CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem),
and object-oriented conguration.

1.3.1 The SAT formalism
SAT problem is to decide if, for a given boolean formula, each boolean variable can be
given an assignment such that the formula evaluates to true.

SAT is known as being a

NP-complete problem[2].

Denition 8 (SAT instance) A SAT instance S is dened by S = (X , C) where X is a
set of boolean variables and C is a set of clauses. A clause is a nite disjunction of literals
and a literal is either a variable or its negation.
Alloy

Alloy [6] is a relational language that oers automatic compilation to SAT problems.

The proposed language, that can be seen as a subset of the Z language, allows for expressing
complex predicates using atoms (undividable elements), sets (of atoms), relations, quantiers (universal or existential), operators for relations traversal, etc.

However, due to the

properties of SAT problems, Alloy cannot be considered as a true rst-order logic solver.
Indeed, to be able to translate the problem into SAT, a

scope

needs to be given to each set,

that limits the number of atoms that can be contained in the set.

1.3.2 The CSP formalism
CSP extends SAT in that it does not restrict variable domains to binary values.

INRIA
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Denition 9 (CSP instance) A CSP instance is well-dened by a triplet < X, D, C > :
 X

is a nite set of variables X1 , ..., Xn

 D

is a nite set of domains D1 , ..., Dn where Di is a set of possible values for Xi

 C is a nite set of constraints where each constraint
X = Xj , ...Xk dened by a subset of Dj , ..., Dk

is an assertion on a subset of

Solving a CSP consists in assigning a value Vi of the domain Di to each variable Xi such
that it satises all the constraints in C .

1.3.3 Object-oriented conguration
Conguring is the task of composing a complex system out of generic components [10].
Components, also called objects or model elements, are dened by their types, attributes,
known mutual relations and predicates over those elements.

The acceptable systems are

further constrained by the request: a set of problem-specic and/or user-specic requirements, represented by a fragment of the desired system (i.e interconnected objects). From a
knowledge representation perspective, conguration can be viewed as the problem of nding
a graph (i.e a set of connected objects) obeying the restrictions of an object model under
constraints.
Various formalisms or technical approaches have been proposed to handle conguration problems:

extensions of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem paradigm [14, 19, 16],

knowledge-based approaches [18], logic programming [17], object-oriented approaches [13,
11]. Conguration has traditionnaly been used with success in a number of industry applications such as manufacturing or software engineering. More recently, the expressive power
of conguration formalisms has proven their usefulness for articial intelligence tasks such
as language parsing [3]. A deeper introduction to conguration can be found in [10].

Denition 10 (Conguration model) A conguration model is well dened as a set of
types, attributes, ports (i.e unidirectional relations) and constraints. We dene a conguration model with a quintuplet < T, A, P, D, C > :

RR

 T

is a nite set of types

 A

is a nite set of attributes

 P

is a nite set of ports



each type t ∈ T has a nite set subtypes(t) ∈ T , a nite set attributes(t) ∈ A and a
nite set ports(t) ∈ P



each attribute a ∈ attributes(t) has a nite domain D(a, t) (domain types include
booleans, integers, oats and enumeration of strings)

n° 6982
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each port p ∈ ports(t) has a target type targettype(t, p) ∈ T , a minimum cardinality
cardmin (t, p) and optionally a maximum cardinality cardmax (t, p)



each constraint c ∈ C is a predicate on elements of T , A et P .

Solving a conguration problem consists in generating a set of elements E having a type
type(E) ∈ T et satisfying all constraints. In our context, le source model of the transformation denes a subset of E that must belong to the solution.
2

Model search: reasoning on constrained metamodels

In this work we claim that usual deterministic rule-based model transformations are not
sucient for a large set of applications.

This need is directly illustrated in [12], where

it is shown that controlled natural language parsing requires non-deterministic techniques.
Furthermore, the article presents how a CP-based technique (conguration) can realize such
combinatorial transformations. In this report we formalize these transformations as

search,

model

present a solver-independant methodology and discuss implementation alternatives

based on dierent CP techniques, languages and tools.

2.1 Relaxed metamodels and partial models
In order to formally dene model search, we rst dene a set of notions that relate to
constrained metamodels.

Denition 11 (Relaxed metamodel) Let CM M =< M M, C > be a constrained metamodel. CM M 0 =< M M 0 , C 0 > is a relaxed metamodel of CMM (noted CM M 0 ∈ Rx(CM M ))
if and only if GM M ⊂ GM M and C 0 ⊂ C .
0

In other words, a (minimal) relaxed metamodel can be obtained by the removal of all
constraints: minimum cardinalities are set to zero, attributes are optionals and predicates are
removed. Computing such a relaxed metamodel can obviously be done easily with existing
(meta)model transformation techniques.

Denition 12 (Partial model, p-conformsTo) Let CM M =< M M, C > be a constrained metamodel and M a model. M p-conformsTo CMM if and only if it conforms to a
metamodel CMM' such that CMM' is a relaxed metamodel of CMM (CM M 0 ∈ Rx(CM M )).
M is called a partial model of CMM.

2.2 Model search
Denition 13 (Model search) Let CM M =< M M, C > be a constrained metamodel,
and M r =< Gr, M M, µr > a partial model of CM M . Model search is the task of nding a
(nite) model M =< G, M M, µ > such that Gr ⊂ G, µr ⊂ µ, and M conf ormsT o CM M .

INRIA
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Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)

M3

C2

ECore

Relaxation

M2

(R)CMM
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CMM

p -c

(R)Ma
(request)

sTo
f o rm

Model Search

C2

Ma

Figure 1: Model search

This model operation task is illustrated in Figure 1. In other words, we consider model search
as a model transformation where the source (metamodel and model) is an instance of a nondeterministic (combinatorial) problem and the target model is a solution (if any exists).
From the CP point of view, the target metamodel acts as the constraint model whereas the
source model (the request) is a given partial assignment that needs to be extended. In CP,
a problem does not necessarly introduce a partial assignment. However, in such particular
cases, which from the MDE point of view corresponds to an empty source model, it is always
possible to artically add a root element to the metamodel and dene the request being only
an instance of this root element.

Sidenote on general transformations

Model search can be extended to a general trans-

formation scheme(i.e with dierent source and target metamodels). Although it is out of
the scope of this report, we may quickly sketch the process. The main idea is to realize the
union of both (source and target) metamodels, over which the transformation is then dened
as a set of relations and constraints between both metamodel elements. The source model
therefore

p − conf ormsT o

to a relaxed version of this unied metamodel (obviously, since

it conformsTo the subpart of it corresponding to the source metamodel). Model search on
this unied metamodel, by extending the source model, will produce a model which contains
both the source and the target model and from which the target model can be isolated. Such
a method would fall clearly in the relational approaches to model transformation.

RR
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3

A solver-independant methodology for model search

The goal of model search is to generate a complete and valid model
meta-model

CM M a

out of a partial (possibly empty) model

(R)M a

Ma

of a constrained

request ).

(the

2 illustrates the whole process in a model-driven engineering framework.

Figure

This process is

composed of 6 main tasks.
Grammarware

MDE (KMF)
C2

KM3

EBNF

C2

XML
XSD.xsd

C2

C2

C2

Relaxation
SE
Solutions

XML

CMMa

SE
Solution

XML2SES

SE
Solution

C+ K

C2

C2

C2

M3 2

SEP

(R)MMa

Search
Engine

C2

C2

Model Search
SES2KM2

(R)Ma

Ma

KM22SEP

SE
Program

XMLFormat

SE.g
C2

Extraction

SE
Program

C2

Run SE

SE
Solution

XML Injection

Model Transformation (ATL)
Higher-order Model Transformation (ATL)
Model Extraction (TCS) - Injection

Figure 2: Model search methodology

The rst task, realized by the CKM32SEP transformation, is to express the constrained
metamodel as a model of the search engine language metamodel. The Figure is a simplied
view of the transformation process since there are actually two source models (represented
by the doubled square) to the transformation. Figure 3 illustrates the real process and its
simplied view.
The diculty of expressing a constrained metamodel in the search engine language is
highly dependant on the abstractness and basic elements oered by the language. Dierences
between search engines and implementation issues will be throughly discussed in Section 4.
The second task, realized by the KM22SEP transformation, is to express the partial
model as a model of the search engine language. Most of the search engines do not dierentiate the problem and a partial solution of this problem: they are expressed all together
using the same language. Since we want to dene this transformation only once, i.e we do
not wish to write a transformation for each metamodel
(HOT) is required. The HOT takes

MMa

MMa

M M a, a higher-order transformation

as source and generates a transformation from

to the search engine metamodel.

The third task, realized by the extraction, is to generate the search engine program from
its model. This can be done using TCS [8], an EBNF parser generator integrated into the
model-driven engineering framework.
The fourth task is to run the search engine for the generated program. When the search
succeeds (i.e there is at least one solution), we obtain a solution model in the search engine
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Figure 3: Constrained metamodels simplied view

output format. Here we consider XML since most solvers support this format. This solution
is then injected as an XML model.

If no XML output is available, the process is still

seemingless the same, but a more advanced injector (such as TCS) must be used.
The fth and sixth task, realized by the XML2SES and SES2KM2 transformation, express the solution as a model of the original metamodel

M M a.

Although those transforma-

tions could be merged, it is natural to decompose the operation into two tasks: expressing
the XML model as a model of a metamodel of the search engine solutions, then transform
it to a model of

M M a.

For the same reasons as the KM2SEP transformation, SES2KM2

requires a higher-order transformation. The HOT takes
transformation from

KMF vs EMF

SES

to

MMa

as source and generates a

M M A.

The presented methodology assumes the use of KM3 as the metameta-

model language. Eective implementations, as the ones described later in this report, are
realized using EMF's ECORE language. Since KM3 oers automatic translation to ECORE,
the conversion from one framework to another does not introduce any diculty. Figure 4
illustrates the process.

4

Implementation alternatives

The presented methodology is solver-independant.

However a number of diculties arise

with actual implementations. We discuss in the following the main challenges and diculties
that we encountered for each of the three CP formalisms presented in Section 1.3: Objectoriented conguration, CSP, Alloy/SAT. While there are important obstacles to the two
rst alternatives, we show that the Alloy/SAT solution is well adapted and present a partial
implementation.
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ECORE
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=

C2

=

MMa

Ma
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Figure 4: From KMF to EMF

4.1 Implementation with an object-oriented congurator
In [12], we showed that object-oriented conguration is well-adpated to model search. Indeed, the formalism directly contains all the required atomic elements: classes, attributes,
relations and an expressive constraint language.

Moreover, a tool like JCongurator[11]

provides an API that allows direct access to those elements. However JCongurator is not
an open-source tool and is not anymore maintained by the ILOG company. Very few opensource alternatives exist to JCongurator that provide the same level of expressiveness and
eciency.

4.1.1 Generic expression of constrained KM3 metamodels
The mapping between KM3 metamodels and the conguration quintuplet

< T, A, P, D, C >

is straightforward:



a KM3 class C is
subtypes(tC ) ∈ T .



a KM3 attribute



R of class C is mapped to pR ∈ ports(tC ). The target type of R is
targettype(tC , pR ) ∈ T , the minimum cardinality to cardmin (tC , pR ) and
the optional maximum cardinality to cardmax (tC , pR ). KM3 references properties,
containment and opposite references, can be encoded as predicates in C .

A

mapped to a type

of class

C

tC ∈ T . C

is mapped to

inherited classes are mapped to

aA ∈ attributes(tC )

a KM3 reference
mapped to

The constraint model that applied to the metamodel can be mapped to elements in

C.

Obviously, the mapping depends on the constraint metamodel. However, previous studies
exhibited only few dierences between languages expressivity, such as [4] that maps most of
OCL constructs to a congurator.
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4.2 Implementation with a CSP solver
Unlike conguration tools, there are several open-source tools based on the CSP formalism.
We considered the Choco java library

2 for the implementation with a CSP solver.

The Choco API oers 4 types of discrete variables (booleans, integers, and set domains)
as well as a set of logical and arithmetic constraints on those elements. Choco thus lightly
extends the CSP formalism by adding the support for set-variables (this is sometimes called
a set-CSP problem). It is also possible to dene new constraints by specifying their propagation mechanism (how the variables domains are modied after assigning a value to one of
them).

4.2.1 Generic expression of constrained KM3 metamodels
A constrained metamodel is composed of two parts: the metamodel and its constraints. The
metamodel includes the following elements: classes, attributes and relations. The relations
properties (such as containment) can be expressed in the constraints.

Generating Choco variables from metamodels

We previously showed how to repre-

sent a KM3 metamodel using the conguration quintuplet
to associate an element

e∈E

< T, A, P, D, C >.

It is possible

with a set of Choco variables that represent the quintuplet

properties:

 subtypes(e, t) represents the type of the element e. Its domain is a nite set of types
subtypes(t) = t1 , ..., tm ∈ T . We can thus model subtypes(e, t) with an integer variable
et ∈ X for which the domain is Dsubtypes(e,t) = 1, ..., m


each attribute

a ∈ attributes(e, t) has a nite domain D(a, t). We can thus
ea ∈ X for which the domain is Da = D(a, t)

model

a

with an enumerative variable



each port

p ∈ ports(e, t)

ep ∈ X

for which the

targettype(t, p).
domain is Dp = j, ..., k

E
e∈E

ej , ..., ek ∈ E
p with a set-variable

has a domain composed of the set of elements

for which the type belongs to

We can thus model

In model search, the set

of solution elements is not bounded:

generate the elements

during search. Since the set

nite, it is necessary to bound a set

E

a search engine should

of Choco variables needs to be

of candidate elements in order to generate a nite set

of Choco variables. A special boolean variable, called

e in the solution.
E = e1 , ..., en be a nite

X

es ,

represents the choice of including

the element
Let

set of elements.

Solving the model search problem with

Choco then consists in assigning a value to the set of variables associated to each element:

X(e) = {es , et ,

S
a∈attributes(e,t)

We can now dene the set

2 Choco

RR

X=

S

ep }.
p∈ports(e,t)
n
S
X(e) of Choco variables and their respective domains
i=1

ea ,
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Generating Choco constraints

We may classify constraints in two categories: those

that apply to identied elements of the set

E,

and those that apply on an

a priori

un-

known set of elements satisfyng a given condition (for instance, a universal quantication
on elements having a given type).
Since Choco (or more generally CSP solvers) does not allow for the use of universal
quantiers, these constraints need to be
set

E.

However, not all elements of

E

unfolded

on each element of the previously nite

will belong to the solution, and the implicit semantic

of such constraints is that it only applies to solution elements.
constraints must depend on the condition that

es

Therefore each of these

(the solution variable) evaluates to true.

The Choco library does not allow for such conditions in any constraint (in particular it
cannot be done in constraints on set-variables). This is also the case for most (if not all)
CSP solvers that either do not support the construct or behave very poorly (in terms of
computation eciency) in the presence of such constraints [14].
When it comes to the body of the constraints (outside of quantiers), the automatic
translation also raises the problem of the Choco library (and more generally CSP solvers)
expressivity. Indeed the notions of types, attributes and relations being simulated by independant variables, the library does not oer operators that allow for accessing or traversing
directly these properties of an element. Automatically translating a constraint including a
construct such as the sum of the values of the (integer) attribute
nected to element

e2

by the relation

p"

a

of each element

e1

con-

is a tedious task. In order to simplify the mapping,

the notions of elements, types, ports and attributes should be superimposed to the existing
library (i.e linked to the variables) and a set of high-level operators on those elements should
be available in the constraint language.
The diculties we pointed out suggest that CSP solvers are not currently well adapted
to express constrained metamodels. Although the

a priori

unknown size of model search

solutions can be partially circumvented by bounding the candidate elements, the low-level
of CSP solvers languages does not turn them into a natural choice.

4.3 Implementation with Alloy/SAT solver
The SAT paradigm shares most of the limits encountered with CSPs since it only oers a
nite set of boolean variables and a low-level predicate language (only negation, disjunction
and conjunction are supported). However, [6] introduced an expressive relational language
with a built-in compilation that allows the use of many recent SAT solvers.
In Alloy, every element is either an atom or a relation. However the proposed language
is exclusively based on relations. A set is itself a relation from an atom to the contents of
that set (which in turn are also atoms). The main artifacts that we will manipulate in the
Alloy language are:



Signatures,

declarations of sets, for which the body may contain elds as

relations

to other signatures. Attributes are treated the same as any relation. Scalars, as for
signatures, are treated sets of atoms. Signatures also support a form of inheritance.
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Facts, declarations of predicates, with quantiers and an important number of logical,



scalar and set operators available.

Functions.



4.3.1 Generic expression of constrained KM3 metamodels
We developped a metamodel of the Alloy language containing the necessary constructs to
represent KM3 metamodels and ICFG constraints.

Figure 5 shows an overview of the

metamodel. The complete metamodel is written in KM3. We also developped a TCS parser
generator allowing to inject/extract between the textual version of the language and our
metamodel.

Both the metamodel and the TCS are freely available, submitted as a TCS

usecase (under the form of an Eclipse project), and can be downloaded from [1]. The ICFG
metamodel is also written in KM3, the metamodel and the TCS are freely available and can
be downloaded from [5]. An overview is presented in Figure 6.
Module

Declaration

0..*

Expression
TypeDeclaration

Function

Fact

rightExp

1..*

leftExp

type

ExternalType

Signature

FunctionDecl

-multiplicity
-id

VariableExp

-id

0..*

QuantificationExp
-quantifier

UnaryExp
-unaryOp

FunctionExp
-function
-arguments

BinaryExp
-binaryOp

0..*

Field

Parameter

1..*
Variable
-id

SetDeclaration

Relation

Set

-source : TypeDeclaration
-target : TypeDeclaration

-multiplicity

TypeSet

RelationSet

Figure 5: Overview of the Alloy metamodel

On this basis, we dened a mapping from KM3 to Alloy and developped the corresponding ATL transformation.

An excerpt of the mapping is presented in Table

??.

In short,

KM3 classes are mapped to Alloy signatures, KM3 attributes and references are mapped
to Alloy elds, references properties are turned into facts.

We also developped an ATL

transformation from ICFG to Alloy so as to express metamodel constraints. An informal
excerpt of these mappings are presented in Table 1. Both the transformations are merged
into a unique transformation using two source models and able to resolve the links between
the constraints and the metamodel elements on which they apply. This last transformation

RR
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Package

0..*
ConfigElement

OclExpression

filter

-name

expression
source

Invariant

VariableDeclaration

VariableExp

arguments

NavigationOrAttributeCallExp
-name

ctxDeclarations
referredVariable

OperationCallExp

IfExp

-operationName

OperatorCallExp

Figure 6: Overview of the ICFG metamodel

KM3 concept

Alloy concept

Metamodel

Module

DataType

ExternalType

Class

Signature

Attribute

Field

Reference

Field

StructuralFeature multiplicity

Quantier or Fact

Reference containment

Fact

Reference opposite

Fact

ICFG concept

Alloy concept

Invariant

Fact and QuanticationExpression

Invariant declarations

QuanticationExpression variables

VariableDeclaration

Variable

VariableExp

VariableExpression

IfExp

ImpliesExpression

NavigationOrAttributeCallExp

NavigationExpression

OperatorCall

BinaryExpression

OperationCall (size)

SetCardinalityExpression

OperationCall (isIn)

ComparisonExpression

OperationCall (others)

ExternalFunction

Table 1: Excerpt of the mapping from KM3 and ICFG concepts to Alloy concepts

corresponds to the

CKM32SEP

of Figure 2.

It is freely available, submitted as an ATL

usecase (under the form of an Eclipse project), and can be downloaded from [15].
The whole project is a partial implementation (all but the two high-order transformations) of the model search methodology (presented in Section 3) using Alloy as the search
engine.

Thanks to its language expressivity, Alloy bridges the gap between constrained
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metamodels and low-level languages. As an open-source tool, it becomes a good alternative
to conguration tools.

4.3.2 Limitations and future work
The rst limitation of this implementation concerns the Alloy metamodel. The metamodel
is adapted to work directly with the TCS parser, and as such has some syntactical constructs
that would deserve a semantical analysis to completely check the validity of a textual input during model injections. For the same parsing reasons, some of the Alloy metamodel
concepts are purely syntactical and may be confusing when developping transformations
from/to Alloy. We plan to realize a more tted metamodel that leaves aside the syntactical
constructs that were necessary for the TCS parser, and to develop a two-direction (ATL)
transformation between the two metamodels. By transparently chaining the TCS process
and the transformation, the syntactical metamodel would not be visible anymore for external users. This notion of syntactical and semantical analysis is well-known in the eld of
compilation, and we believe that, from a general point of view, it also applies to metamodels
and their textual versions.
Future work also includes the development of the missing parts of the Alloy-based implementation of model search, i.e the two high order transformations. One of them allows to
transform models to partial instances of the considered Alloy problem (

KM22SEP in Figure
SES2KM2

2). The second one allows to retrieve the Alloy solution and inject it as a model (
in Figure 2).

5

Conclusion

In recent work, we showed the combinatorial properties of some model transformations. In
this report, we presented a theory of those transformations called

model search,

a solver-

independant methodology to realize model search in a MDE framework, and discussed different implementation alternatives. Whereas conguration and CSP based alternatives both
have drawbacks, the Alloy relational language and its SAT compilation feature bridge an
important gap. Based on alloy, we thus developped an open-source partial implementation
of model search. Future work includes the full implementation of the methodology and its
application to currently known combinatorial transformations.
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